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Abstract 
Associated to a homological surgery problem (f, b) consisting of a degree 1 map f : X + Y 
between compact, oriented, 3-dimensional manifolds and a stable vector bundle map b: T(X) + 
77 covering f, we obtain a butterfly diagram of homology kernels, and a quadratic module 
(Kl(N_I;Z), q), where q: Kl(iW;Z) --+ Z/22. The quadratic form q is related to a map ji, 
from a set of immersions S’ x 0’ + X to Z/2Z. The ji, is defined in connection with frames 
of tangent bundles. Using the geometric interpretation & of q, we prove that Kz(X, U; Z) is a 
Lagrangian of (KI (NJ; Z), q). 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper consists of results only in 3-dimensional topology, although the motivation 
arose in transformation groups. 
The ordinary surgery theory by Wall [15] on compact manifolds of dimension R 3 5 
is an obstruction theory to convert a degree 1 map f : X -+ Y to a homotopy (or simple 
homotopy) equivalence by surgery on X. We can make an equivariant analogue assuming 
the gap hypotheses (cf. [2,3,6,&l 1,131). If G is a finite group, by Smith’s theorem [4, 
p. 130, Theorem 5.21, the procedure that converts a G-map f : X --+ Y to a homotopy 
equivalence necessarily includes the subprocedure that converts fP : Xp -+ Yp to a 
mod p homology equivalence for each p-subgroup P of G (p is a prime). Even if 
dimX > 5, the dimension of Xp may be low, i.e., < 4. Thus in some applications of 
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surgery theory on manifolds of dimension 2 5, it occurs that homological surgery theory 
on low-dimensional manifolds are also required. Since our surgery in applications needs 
bundle data, our low-dimensional, homological surgery theory should be constructed in 
the category with bundle data. 
Let us explain it with examples. Up to 1989, the existence of smooth, As-actions on 
spheres 5’” such that the fixed point set consists of a single point were known for each 
72 = 6,10 and n 2 12 [9,10], where As is the alternating group of degree 5. In 1990, 
Buchdahl, Kwasik and Schultz [5, Theorem II.51 made locally linear, As-actions on S” 
with exactly one fixed point for all n > 6. Thus we conjectured the existence of smooth, 
one fixed point actions on S” for all n > 6. Their method in [5] has its roots in the 
locally linear category and is hardly extensible to a method in the smooth category. The 
cases where R = 6 and n > 9 were affirmatively proved in [12] (1991) and the case 
where n = 7 was done in [I] (1992), while the case where n = 8 was left as a delicate 
problem to answer. Recently we could answer affirmatively to the case where n = 8, too. 
A theory of homological surgery on 3-dimensional manifolds is available to construct 
smooth, one fixed point As-actions on S” for n = 6,7,8 and 9 as follows. 
First we explain the case where 72 = 7 (respectively 9). Let V be a real As-module 
of dimension 7 (respectively 9) obtained as the direct sum of irreducible modules of 
dimension 3 and 4 (respectively of dimension 3). Using the transversality construction, 
one can obtain an As-normal map f : X ---f Y = S(R@V) such that IXA51 = 1. As a step 
previous to the step where we obtain a homotopy equivalence f’ : X’ + Y by As-surgery 
on X such that XlA5 = XA5, we have to modify f so that f cp : Xcp + YCp are mod 
p homology equivalences for p = 2,3. Since dimXCP = 3, we can use 3-dimensional 
surgery theory here. 
Next we explain the case where n = 8 (respectively 6). Let V be a real As-module 
of dimension 8 (respectively 6) obtained as the direct sum of irreducible modules of 
dimension 3 and 5 (respectively of dimension 3). We can obtain not only an As-normal 
map f : X -+ Y = S(R @ V) such that IXA5/ = 1 but also H-normal cobordisms 
FH:WH + Y x [0, l] between ResH f and ResH idy for all proper subgroups H 
of A5. After modifying f so that fH : XH -+ YH are homology equivalences for all 
subgroups H # {l}, A 5, we reach the step where we like to evaluate the obstruction a(f) 
to converting f to a homotopy equivalence by As-surgery on points in X of isotropy 
subgroup { 1). For this evaluation, we use an Ad-normal cobordism 
FAD : WAN + Y x [0, l] 
such that FA”,’ : Wz + Y c3 x [0, l] is a homology equivalence. Since dim Wz: = 3, 
we can use 3-dimensional surgery theory to obtain such a nice FAN and finally show 
a(f) = 0. The details will appear elsewhere. 
We desire to obtain a homological surgery theory on 3-dimensional manifolds with 
bundle data. But previous to the surgery theory, we would like to establish a fact (i.e., 
Theorem 8.1) and this is the purpose of the present paper. The fact is concerned with a 
quadratic form on the surgery kernel of a normal map and is a key to the 3-dimensional, 
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homological surgery theory. The completion with Theorem 8.1 to the 3-dimensional 
surgery theory will be discussed in another paper. 
In order to see why Theorem 8.1 is needed to our surgery theory, let f : X + Y be 
a degree 1 map from a compact, oriented, 3-dimensional manifold to another. Suppose 
that one could obtain the butterfly diagram with coefficient ring Z, associated to f: 
Kk (x) 
K~+I (x> u) = Kk(U) ‘0 
where Ic = 1, similarly to [15, p. 561 or [ll, Diagram 4.21. Let (ei,. . .e,.fi.. . ,fTrl) 
be the canonical Z-basis of Kk(aU). The quadratic form 
by 
The ordinary surgery obstruction of dimension 4h + 3 2 5 (hence Ic = 2h. + 1) is a 
q : Kk(i3U) + Z/22 is defined 
certain equivalence class of a quadratic formation (i.e., a quintuple like 
where B:Kk(aU) x Kk(aU) 4 Z is the intersection form, although this is not ex- 
act if the fundamental group is nontrivial). A significant point to showing that the 
equivalence class becomes the surgery obstruction is that Li = Klc+l (U, ZIU) and 
Lz = Klc+~(xO~au) are Lagrangians, namely B(Li, L,) = 0 and q(L2) = 0. It is 
easy to show that B(Ll, L1) = 0, q(LI) = 0 and B(L2, L2) = 0. The property that 
q(Lz) = 0 was proved with a geometric interpretation of y, namely the self-intersection 
form ,Y. An element z E Kk+l (X0, NJ) is represented by the diagram 
d Sk----+-au 
I I 
If we like to regard z as an element in Kk(aU) then it is the element represented by 
Q: Sk’ + NJ. Using the diagram, we can show that the self-intersection number p(z) is 
trivial, and consequently q(z) is trivial. But the diagram is not straightforwardly avail- 
able in the case where k = 1 because the Hurewicz homomorphisms are not necessarily 
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isomorphisms. Thus we must find a substitute to 1-1. Moreover, our surgery in the applica- 
tion [2, Theorem 1.11 is performed on equivariant maps together with bundle data. That 
is, we have to guarantee that the surgery associated to certain elements 2 of Ki (aU) 
such that B(z, Z) = 0 and q(z) = 0 necessarily extends the bundle data. Hence the value 
of the substitute must be decided in connection with bundle data. The main result of the 
current paper, namely Theorem 8.1, guarantees that the map p defined in Section 2 and 
used in the context of Section 7 is a desired substitute. That is, using jZ, we shall prove 
that &(X1 V) is a Lagrangian of Ki (au) in a reasonable situation. 
Our p will be obtained from the following idea. Let f : X + Y be a degree I map 
from a compact, oriented, 3-dimensional, smooth manifold to another, q a real vector 
bundle over Y, and b : T(X) + q a vector bundle map covering f. Let 7~0 be a point 
in Y. For a smooth embedding Q : S’ x D2 + X such that f(Im(cu)) = ~0, the value 
D(Q) E Z/22 is defined to be 0 if and only if the bundle data b is extensible to bundle 
data over the trace of surgery on f along cy. The relation between q above and jZ will be 
established in Theorem 6.3. 
Our main theorem (Theorem 8.1) will be proved according to the following idea. 
Let z E &(X~~~ au). Then z can be realized as the boundary of an immersed surface 
(A, aA) G (X0, au) by virtue of the Poincare-Lefschetz duality, Steenrod’s obstruction 
theory and the general position argument. On the other hand, we associate to the z 
regarded as an element in KI (au), a smooth embedding o : S’ x D2 + Int(U) such that 
cw(S’ x 1) is cobordant in U to i3A. Using Steenrod’s obstruction theory, we show that 
the bundle data over X extends to bundle data over the trace of surgery along o if the 
bundle data around i3A extends to bundle data over A. The last is always satisfied and 
hence D(Q) = 0. By Theorem 6.3, we conclude q(z) = 0. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, for a 3-dimensional, 
smooth manifold V and a frame K over V, we define a Z/2%valued function F, on a 
set of smooth immersions Q : 5” x D2 + V. In Section 3, we prove that D,(Q) vanishes 
if and only if a frame over S’ x D’ canonically obtained from K by do is extensible 
to a frame over D2 x D2 (Theorem 3.4). Section 4 is devoted to elementary notion in 
surgery theory. In Section 5, we show that F,(o) is decided by the homology element 
given by the longitude of o. If V is the solid torus of genus nb, then we obtain a simple 
formula of n,(o) (Theorem 6.3 and Definition 6.1). In Section 7, we define a normal 
map (f, b) consisting of a map f : X + Y and a stable vector bundle map b : T(X) 4 q 
covering f. A normal map determines a butterfly diagram as above and a frame K. over U. 
Then the value F,(Q) is an invariant of the cobordism class of cr. This is established as 
Theorem 7.5. We prove the main result in Section 8 using Theorem 7.5. 
Notation. 
Z is the ring of integers; 
iR is the real number field; 
@ is the complex number field; 
I is the unit interval [0, 1] in R; 
Sn-’ is the unit sphere in n-dimensional Euclidean space R”; 
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D” is the closed unit disk in K?.“; 
[a..b] is the set of integers s such that a 6 s < b. 
2. Definition of j!Z 
In the current paper, each manifold will be a paracompact, smooth manifold possibly 
with boundary unless specifically mentioned. Let M and N be oriented manifolds. We 
regard the Cartesian product 111 x N as a smooth manifold by smoothing comers if 
necessary. Let [M] and [N] denote the orientations of M and N, respectively. So [M] 
assigns a basis (more precisely a class of bases) [Ml, of the tangent space T,(M) 
to each point :c E M. Define the orientation [M x N] of M x N by assigning to 
each (z,~) E M x N the basis [Ml, followed by [NIY of Z’~,,,)(M x N) (i.e., if 
[Ml, = (et,. . , em) (ei E T,(W) and [J& = (f~, . . . : fn) Cfi E T,(N)) then [A{ x 
Nl(,,,) = ((el, O), . . , (em, 0). (0, fl), . . , (0, fn)) under the canonical identification 
Tc,,~,(M xN) = T,(M)@T,(N)). If the boundary aM is not empty, then let v(dM. M) 
denote the orthogonal complement (with respect to some Riemannian metric on M) of 
the tangent bundle T(aM) of i3M in T(M),, and v = VanI : aM + v(aM, M) 
denote the section assigning to z E C?M the outward normal vector of length 1, in 
V, (dM, M). We call v the normal section of dM. The boundary dM has the orientation 
[an/r] such that V(Z) followed by [dM], determines the same orientation as [Ml, for 
each 5 E aM. Let C (respectively R) denote the complex (respectively real) number 
field and S’ (respectively D2) the unit sphere (respectively the closed unit disk) of C. 
These manifolds have the standard orientations. 
The inclusion map S’ --) S’ x D2; J: H (x. 1) (respectively 2 H (1, z)) is called the 
longitude (respectively meridian) of S’ x D2. The closed unit interval 1 has the standard 
orientation. 
Let X be a 3-dimensional manifold and p an oriented, real vector bundle over X with 
fiber Iw”. Then p determines the associated oriented n-frame bundle P+(p) over X with 
fiber g GL,f(lR). For A C X, we call a cross-section A + P+(p)<4 a frame over A 
of p. If pi (i = 1,2) are frames over A of vector bundles pi, then the frame p1 + pl 
over A of pi CE p2 is defined by 
(PI + P2)Cx) = ((ej”(z).o);. . . . (e$ll(x); O), (0. e\“)(z)) %. . % (0, e~~2,(.~))). 
where 2 E A and pi(z) = (e!“)(z), . . , ef$i,(cc)) (i = 1,2). Let Ed denote the 
trivial bundle over X with fiber KY” and EX.~~ the canonical frame over X of E_.JR”~) 
(i.e., if (el , . . e,) is the canonical basis of lP, then EX,~(Z) = (2, (ei,. .e,,)) for 
CIZ E X). A stable frame over A of p means a frame over A of p CE EJEP) for some 
integer m 3 0. If PA : A -+ p is a frame over A of p, then the stable frame p,.t over A 
Of p means the frame PA f eA,7n over A Of p @ E~(R’~). 
Since S’ is a Lie group, from the unit vector u with positive orientation in the tangent 
space Ti (S’) and left translations L, : S’ + S’; ZY H gn: (g E S’), we obtain the left 
S’-invariant frame re : S’ 4 T(S’); g H dL,(u), where dL, : T(S’) + T(S’) is the 
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differential of L,. Let 7s be the frame over O2 of T(D2), obtained from &D2,2 via the 
canonical identification T( 02) = ~~2 (R2). We get the frame 7-e x rs over S’ x D* of 
T(S’ x D2) = T(S’) x T(D2). Define the frame rP over S’ x D2 of T(S’ x D2) by 
Tp(g,Y) = (7e(g),dLg(T,(g-‘~))) (9 E S’, Y E D”). 
Let vsl : S’ + v(S’, D2) be the normal section. Using the identification 
T(D2 x D2)s,XD1 = T(D2)S1 x T(D”) = (u(S’> D’) @ T(S’)) x T(D2), 
define a section VSI XD~ : S’ x D2 -+ T(D2 x D2)s’ xD~ by 
@‘xD2(&Y) = ((Q+),@z),~~) ((W) E 5” X D”) 
where 0, and 0, are zero vectors in T, (S’) and T,(D2), respectively. 
If r is a frame over S’ x D2 of T(D2 x D2), then using the canonical identifications 
S’ x (0) = S’ and T(D2 x D2)s~x{O) = T(D2)sl @ E,I@*), ~~~~~~~~ is regarded 
as a frame over S’ of T(D2)sl @ ELI (R2). W e note that 7 is extensible to a frame 
over D2 x D2 of T(D2 x D2) if and only if ~Isl~(,,l is extensible to a frame over D2 
of T(D2) @ ELI (IR2). The next proposition follows from the fact that n’(GL3f(R)) = 
7r’(GL,f(JR)) ” Z/22 for any integer n > 3. 
Proposition 2.1. Let Te x rs and rP be the frames of T( S’ x D2) and USI ~~2 : S1 x D2 + 
u(S’ x D2, D2 x D2) the section above. 
(1) Any frame over S’ x D2 ofT(S’ x D2) ’ h IS omotopic to the frame rP or the frame 
Te X Ts. 
(2) The frame VSI xD~ + (Te x 7,) over S’ x D2 of T(D2 x D2) = T(D2) x T(D2) 
does not extend to a frame over D2 x D2 of T(D2 x D2). 
(3) The frame USI xDZ +T, is homotopic to the frame (rs x 7,)/s! xDZ. Hence USI ~~2 + 
rP extends to a frame over D2 x D2 of T(D2 x D2). 
Each statement of (l)-(3) is true even if the term ‘frame is replaced by the term 
‘stable frame’. 
From the fact that 7r’(GL~(R)) = 7r’(GL$(iR)) Z Z/22 and 7rz(GL$(R)) = 0 
(n 3 3), one obtains the next proposition: 
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a CW-complex having the homotopy type of a finite, CW- 
complex of dimension 6 2, and let rh (i = 1, 2) be oriented, real vector bundles over 
X such that 7’ > EX(R3). Set 77 = ~1 @ 72. Ifr and 72 are frames over X of Q and r/2 
respectively, then there exists a frame -r’ over X of 7’ such that r1 + 72 is homotopic 
to 7. Moreover, such 7’ is unique up to homotopy. 
Definition 2.3. Let V = IJI,“=, Vj be an oriented, 3-dimensional manifold with con- 
nected components V, (dim V, = 3) and K a frame over V of T(V) (i.e., n: V + 
P+(T(V))). 
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(1) For an orientation preserving, smooth immersion a : S’ x D? + Int( V), we define 
p,(a) E z/22 by 
0 
Ti,(Qi) = 
if (dcq)*r; is homotopic to TV, 
I if (dai)*r; is homotopic to q x rs. 
(2) For an orientation preserving, smooth immersion 
S’ x D’)i + Int(V)) 
we define p,(a) E 2122 by 
i=l 
Clearly, the value F,(o) is invariant under regular homotopies of (Y in Int(V). By 
Proposition 2.1, &(a,) = 0 if and only if the frame (vsl xD~ + (dai)*K)lsl x1o1 is 
extensible to a frame over D2 of T(D2) @ Em? (R2) (= T(D2 x D2)D2xIoj). 
3. Extensibility of frames 
Let 
take a 
I 
411 
M be a compact, oriented, 2-dimensional manifold with boundary dM. We can 
manifold neighborhood Col(aM, M) of aM in M, such that 
x aM g col(aM, M), 
x aM) = aM and ‘p( 1, x) = cc for any z E dM. Such Col(dM, M) is called a 
collar neighborhood of aM in M. 
Now suppose dM = S’ and fix an identification map Col( an/l, M) = Col( aD*: D*). 
Then the identification map T(M),, = T(D2)sl (S’ = aM = aD2) is induced. 
Proposition 3.1. Let M be a compact, connected, oriented, 2-dimensional manifold such 
that aM = S’ and T a frame over S’ of T(M)sl $E~, (R”) (k 3 1). Then r is extensible 
to a frame over M ofT(M) $ E~(IR~) ifand only If z T is extensible to a,frame over D’ 
of T( D2) CE ~~2 (R”). 
The lemma below is used for our proof of the proposition above. 
Let 6 and 7 be oriented, real vector bundles over locally compact, Hausdorff spaces X 
and Y respectively, with fiber R”. Let f : X + Y be a map. A map b : [ + 77 is called 
a vector bundle map (or simply a bundle map) covering f if b(&) c qf(z) (z E X) and 
b, = blcz : & + of is an orientation preserving, linear isomorphism. In such a case, 
we obtain the bundle isomorphism f % b : < + f*q canonically induced from b and f. On 
the other hand, if b : < -+ f*v is a bundle isomorphism then we obtain the bundle map 
fsb : < + 77 covering f canonically induced from b and f. 
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a compact, connected, oriented, 2-dimensional manifold such 
that aM = S’, and let k be an integer > 1. Then there exists a degree 1, smooth 
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map f : (M, i3M) + (IF, a@) and a vector bundle map b : T(M) $ f *Ebb (I@) -+ 
T(D2) $ cD2(IR”) covering f, such that 
f(Col(&V,M)) = co1 (ao2,02), 
f(M\ c0i(ahw)) = o2 \c0i(ao2,02), 
flcol(anl,M) coincides with the identijcution Col(aM, M) = Col(dD2, D2), and 
blcor(aM,illr) = dflcor(aM,M) @ f’ idEg2(nk) . 
The proof of the lemma will be given at the end of Section 4. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. First recall 7rl (GL$+k (IX)) E Z/22. By Steenrod’s obstruction 
theory (cf. [14,7]), the obstruction EM to extending r to a frame over M of T(M) EE 
E~(IR~), lies in 
H2(M, aM; xl (GL,+,,(R))) k! Z/22. 
Replacing M by D2, we obtain dg2(r) in 
H2(D2, aD2; ~1 (GL2++k(lR))) ” Z/22. 
Let f : M -+ D2 and b : T(M)cBE,(R~) --t T(D2)@~,~(LR”) be maps as in Lemma 3.2. 
Since f is degree 1, the induced homomorphism 
f*:H2(D2,aD2;q(GL2++&R))) + H2(M,aM;~1(GL2f+k(R))) 
is an isomorphism. On the other hand, from the definition of obstructions, it follows 
that f*dDz(T) = dnJ(~). Thus, dM(T) = 0 if and only if dg>(T) = 0. This proves 
Proposition 3.1. 0 
Let M be a compact, oriented, 2-dimensional manifold. Define the section 
uaMxD2 : aM x D2 + T(M x D2)aMxDZ = (@M, M) CI3 T(aM)) X T(D2) 
similarly to vsl XD2 in Section 2. If T is a frame over aM x D2 of T(M x D2), we 
canonically regard 7 1 ,gM x (0) as a frame over aM of T(M) CB Ed (IR2). 
Proposition 3.3. Let r (respectively w) be a frame over S’ (respectively D2) of 
T(D2) $ E~z(IK”) (k > 1). Let dsl(~, W/S,) (respectively dDz(~)) denote the obstruc- 
tion in H’(S’;G) (respectively H2(D2,S’;G)) to obtaining a homotopy T II WISI 
(respectively a frame r’ such that T-‘/~I = r) over 5” (respectively D2), where 
G = T, (CL,=,(R)). Th en d ( ~1 r, ~1s)) is determined independently of the choice of 
a frame w over D2. If S : H’(S’; G) + H2(D2, 5” ; G) denotes the connecting homo- 
morphism of Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence, then S(dsl (T, wlsl)) = dD2 (7). 
Proof. The first conclusion of the proposition follows from the fact that any two frames 
over D2 are homotopic to each other. 
Next note that H2(D2, S’; G) Z Z/22 and H’(S’; G) 2 Z/22. Since H’(D’; G) = 0 
and H’(S’ ; G) = 0, 6 is the unique isomorphism. The frame 7 is extensible to a frame 
over D’ if and only if T is homotopic to w 1st. Thus one gets 
n(&(T.wl,,)) X(-10?(7). 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let V = uJ=, C; be an oriented, 3-dimensional marCfold with connected 
components v,, IC a frame over 1’ of T(V), o: K + Int(V) (K = uyLl, K,, I<, = 
(S’ Y D’),) an orientation preserving, smooth immersion, and ;2I a compact, connected, 
oriented, 2-dimensional marCfold such that 
I,2 
anf=fls; (s; =S’x{O}cK,). 
i=l 
Set -r = vanfxLp + (do)*K and ident@ aAf with a3f x (0) in the canonical way Then 
T1aizt is extensible to a,frame over Al ofT(Al) cs E,,~(IR’) if and only imp, = 0. 
Corollary 3.5. Let V, TV, ck, ill, and r be as in Theorem 3.4. Let M’ be a compact, 
connected, orietlted, 2-dimensional, smooth manif~old such that aAl’ = jJ:L, Sl = aiU. 
Then ~1a.7, is extensible to a,frame over AI of T(M) @ E,,~(IR’) if and only [f 7/a11t, is 
extensible to a ,f)-ame over Al’ qf T(A/‘) $ E!,,, (IF@). 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Take a 2-dimensional disk D = D? embedded in the in- 
terior of A1 and set L = A1 \ Int(D) and G = 7r’(GLT(R)) (” 2/2Z). Since 
H’(91; G) = 0 (respectively H’(L, dL; G) = O), there exists a frame w (respectively T’ 
such that T’la,z[ = Tlan[) over _U (respectively L) of T(A1) 1:: E:,~@‘). The obstruction 
tla,zf(T1a,y1. Wia.41) to obtaining a homotopy rla,lf n Wlanl lies in 
,r<, T,l 
H’(aAf;G) = @H’(S,‘;G) “@Ii’, 
i=l /=I 
(where G, = 2/2Z), d a~ T ao.Wlar,) lies in H’(aD;G) E Z/2& and ~L(T’.w~,,) ( ‘1 
lies in H’(L;G) ” Z/22 (note that H’(L;~Q(GL$(IR))) = 0). The obstructions 
n’al~[(Tlal~f. WlaL$I) and darj(T’lao3 W/,j,q) are obtained from fd~(T’. WIL) via restriction 
respectively. Clearly. H’(A1, aAl; G) 2 Z/22, H’(A1, L; G) = H2(D, aD) 2 2/2Z 
and H’(aD; G) ” Z/2Z. Let bco,au) : H’(aD; G) + H’(D. aD; G) denote the con- 
necting homomorphism of the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence. Then hco.an) is the unique 
isomorphism. By Proposition 3.3, 
h(,.,,‘(clao(T’lar2.wlao)) = d1j(~‘lan). 
Let 
171 
denote the connecting homomorphism of the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence. Then 
dcljr.allrj(a’. . . UTrr) = (II + . + fX,,, 
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for ai E Z/22. With the identification H’ (a Al) = @I”=, Z/22, we have 
Now chasing the commutative diagram 
H’(dM)- H’ (L) - H’(ao) 
6(M,m) I 6(Af.L) I *(mm) I 
H2(M, Wf) -==H’(M,L)A H2(D, aq 
one obtains 
= $J 4kf,aw (ds; (ds;, wlsy 1) E z/22. 
i=l 
By Proposition 2.1(3), 
&;(rlq+J s; I ) = 4s; (dq (?SXLP + Tp)Is’x{o}) 
with the canonical identification S,! = St x (0). Since 7 = vaMx Dz + (do)*K, using 
Definition 2.3 one can check 
6; (+ 7 (VSXLP + Tp)ls’x(o)) = i%(w) E z/22. 
Putting all together, one obtains . 
This proves Theorem 3.4. 0 
4. Surgery 
Let us begin with the definition of the involution CQ on IR” (Ic 3 1): 
~k(~l,...,~k--1,2k) = (xl,...,Zk-I,-xk). 
Usually, we write : for CQ(Z) (z E R”). The complex number field @ is identified with 
lR2 via the map zr + &iv H (z, r~) (z, y E IR). Thus the involution ~72 coincides with 
the complex conjugation. 
If a subset A of IK” is closed under Q and o is a map A -+ X, then define Q’ by 
cr& = {l} x (0. Q[A) : A + {l} x X. Let X b e an oriented, n-dimensional manifold 
and Q : Sk x D”-” + Int(X) (the interior of X) an orientation preserving, smooth 
embedding. The attaching space 
Trace(X, a) := (I x X) U (D”+’ x DrLpk) 
a” 
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is called the trace of surgery along Q. Smoothing comers, we regard the trace of surgery 
as a smooth manifold. Further the trace of surgery has the orientation whose restriction 
to I x X coincides with [I x X]. Decompose a Trace(X, cy) into three submanifolds 
(0) x X, I x aX and Surg(X,cu) such that 
(((0) x X) U (I x 8X)) n Surg(X, o) = d Surg(X, o) = { I} x 8X. 
The oriented manifold Surg(X, ai) is called the manifold resulting from surgery along a. 
This procedure to obtain Surg(X, CV) is called k-dimensional surgery on X along o. We 
define the map 
dual Q: S”-” x D”+’ + D”+’ x D”-” c Surg(X, N) 
called the dual to (1: by 
dual Q(Z, y) = (y, Z) for z E Snek and y E D’“+‘. 
Now consider the case where n = 3 and Ic = 1. The map CU]~~~~~I:S + Im(a); 
z H cy(z, 1) (respectively CY]~~)~S~ : S’ + Im(a); 5 H o( 1, z)) is called the longitude 
(respectively meridian) of Q. In the manifold I x X (C Trace(X, a)), we have 
duala(z, 1) = ~‘(1,:) = (l,o(l.z)) and 
duala(l,Z) = o&(2,1) = (l,a(z. 1)) 
for all 5 E S’, where 5 is the complex conjugate to 5. Thus, we obtain the next 
proposition: 
Proposition 4.1. Let (I : S’ x D2 -+ Int(X) be an orientation preserving, smooth em- 
bedding. Then the meridian of a: is the longitude of dual Q: and the longitude of cy is the 
reversed meridian of dual (Y. 
Coming back to a general case, let a : Sk x Dn-” + Int(X) be an orientation pre- 
serving, smooth embedding, Y an n-dimensional manifold and f : X + Y a map. If for 
a map p: D”+’ x D”-” + Y, the diagram 
Sk x D”-“AX 
canonical 
I 
f 
I 
Dkt' x Dn-k&y 
(JW 
commutes, then define the trace(f, M) : Trace(X, CE) -+ I x Y by 
{ 
trace(f,M)l~x~ = idI x f, 
trace(f, M)IDk+, xDn-‘c = p&. 
Define the map surg(f, M) : Surg(X, o) + Y by 
trace(f, M)Is~~~(x,~) = (1) x swdf,W 
We call the map surg(f, M) the map resulting from surgery of f along Q: (or with 
data M). 
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Next we discuss bundle data. For a while we argue in the category of smooth manifolds 
possibly with comers. Define v(S” x Dn-lc, @+’ x DnPk) to be the subbundle of 
3”(Dkf1 x Dn-k)SkxD+k such that 
v(s’” x D-k, D’“+’ x D-k) = IQ”, D”f’) x D”_” 
c T(Dk+ys” x T(D”_“) 
= T(D”+’ x Dn-k)Sk XDn_k. 
Using the canonical identification v(S”, Dkfl) = &Sk (R), we obtain the identification 
v(S” x Dn-k, D"+' x Dn-lc) = ~~k~~n-@). 
For a smooth embedding LY : Sk x D”-” + Int(X), define 
(da)* :T(D”+’ x Dn-k)skxDn_k + T(1 x X)ilj,x 
to be the map making the diagram 
(da)* 
*VI x X)l{l}xX 
canonical 
i 
canonical 
T 
v(S” x Dn-k, D”+’ x Dn-k) @ T(S” x Dn-lc) - -(uk)“id@d(luk){ 1  x (&x(R) $ T(X)) 
commute. Then it follows that 
T( Trace(X, a)) = T(I x X) U T(Dk+’ x Dnpk). 
(da)* 
Let q+ and q_ be oriented, real vector bundles over Y and let b : T(X) $ fan_ -+ Q+ 
be a bundle map covering the map f above. We suppose that 
V+ 2 Ey (Rn+‘). (4.2) 
For a bundle map y : T(Dk+’ x Dnek) $ p*q_ + E~(IR.) $ q+ covering ,O, define the 
bundle map 
y* : T(D’+’ x Dn-” )@P*rl-+wx (Qwm+) 
by 
Y*(% W) = (1, -3 (dmc+l(u), w), T(h+,(‘lL), 21)) 
((u, w) E T(Dk+’ x Dn-k) $ ,L?*q_, 
Y(%U) = (Y1WkY2W)) E Ey@) m+)). 
If the diagram 
v CD T(S" x Dn-k) CB (fa)*~- --%E~(IW) @T(X) @ f*q- 
canonical 
1 
canonical CT+ b 
1 
T(D”+’ x Dn-lc) CB /3*q_ Y q@) @ 77+ 
(W 
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(v := v(s” x D-k, Dkf’ x D-k) = EskxDn-“(lR), 
G = canonical @ da: @ canonical) 
commutes, then define 
trace(b, B) : T( Trace(X, a)) $ F*(I x q_) + Em x qt 
( = EIxY P-) @ (1 x rl+)) 
(F = trace(f, M)) by 
{ 
trace(b,B)l,x = ide,(n) x b, 
trace(b, a)1 o&z+, xDn_” = y*. 
After smoothing corners of Trace(X, a), we have obtained the smooth manifold 
Surg(X, a). Thus, applying the procedure of smoothing corners to trace(b, a) and re- 
stricting the result to Surg(X, (L’), we obtain a bundle map 
b” : E Surg(X.a)(~) @T(Sw(X,a)) @wdf,M)*rl- --f (11 x (Ed @rl+) 
covering surg(f, M). By [3, Proposition 10.11, it follows from hypothesis (4.2) that b” 
is regularly homotopic to a bundle map 
surg(f, M)%idEy (a) @ ({ 11 x b’) 
(b’ : T(Surg(X, a)) $ surg(f, M)*Q_ + q+) covering surg(f, M). 
Remark 4.3. If Surg(X, Q) is homotopy equivalent to an e-dimensional CW-complex, 
then by [3, Proposition 10.11 it is sufficient for the existence of b’ above that n+ > 
Ey(Re+‘). 
Let 
surg(b, D) : T( Surg(X, a)) @ surg(f, M)*q_ + qt 
denote a bundle map b’ above. 
IfQ,,...,a,,:Sk x D”-k + Int(X) are orientation preserving, smooth embeddings 
which are mutually disjoint, then performing surgery along CY~ simultaneously, we obtain 
the trace of surgery 
Trace(X, o) := (I x X) U fi (D”+’ x Dnpk)%, 
and the resulting manifold Surg(X, CE) (0 = cyt U . U a,, d = af U . . U at). If 
furthermore for each i = 1, . . . , m, (Mi) is a commutative diagram for CQ and ,& similar 
to (M) for a and p there, then we obtain the map trace(f, M) : Trace(X, CE) -+ Ix Y and 
the map surg(f, M) : Surg(X! y) ~Y(M=M,u...uM,anda:=culu...ua,). 
Similarly, we construct surg(b, 23) : T(Surg(X, a)) @ surg(f, M)*v_ + v+ covering 
surg(f, M) for cy = cry U . . U a,, M = Ml u . u M, and f3 = 23, u . u B,. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. First note that A4 is a punctured surface and hence is obtained 
from 0’ by O-dimensional surgery. To obtain a degree 1, smooth map f : A4 4 D2 and 
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a bundle map b : T(M) $ f *cD2 (IF?) -+ T(D’) 6~ ~~2 (I@) covering f, we start with the 
surgery object 
D2, idDz : 0’ 4 D2, idT(Dz)eE,z(Rk) : T(D’) @ ~~2 (Et”) --+ T(D2) $ E*Z (I@)). 
It suffices to show that the O-dimensional surgery above can be performed together with 
the data idL)Z and idT(DZ)$E,2(IWk). Given an orientation preserving, smooth embedding 
LY : So x D2 -+ Int(D2), we can choose a map p : D’ x D2 + Int(D2) such that dia- 
gram (M) commutes for f = idL)zr because D2 is connected. Since D2 and GL~+l,(IR) 
(k 3 1) are connected, we can find 
y : T(D’ x D’) $ P*E~z (IX’) + Q,z(IR) $ T(D2) $ ~~2 (R’) 
such that diagram (f3) commutes for q+ = T(D2) @ E~z(IR~), q_ = E~z(R’), and 
b = idT(D2)eE,z (~1. Moreover, a manifold obtained from D2 by O-dimensional surgery is 
homotopy equivalent to a 2-dimensional CW-complex. By Remark 4.3, the O-dimensional 
surgery above is possible even if the data idoz and idT(Dz)eE,2(1Wk) are attached. 0 
5. Homology invariance of p 
Let V be a compact, oriented, 3-dimensional manifold and let 
,(i) = fl a?) (i = 1,2,c~ji):S,l,~ x D2 --+ Int(V), Si,j = S’) 
jE J(i) 
be disjoint, orientation preserving, smooth embeddings. These o&l) and ~(‘1 are said to be 
V-cobordunt to each other if there exist a compact, oriented, 2-dimensional, manifold B 
and an immersion p = PB : B + Int(V), and the following properties are satisfied: 
aB = alB u a2B, alB = u alBj, a2B = u a2Bjr 
j~J(l) 2.c J(2) 
wj = 02($,j) (j E J(l)), a2Bj = s:,j (j E J(2)), 
P(Col(aiB,B)) c Col(aIm(c~(~)),V’) (i = 1,2), 
,%I(~,B,,B) = idI x (longitude (011”‘)) (j E J(l)), 
,%M(~,B, ,BJ = i4 x longitude (c$‘) (j E J(2)), 
where 
V’ = Int(V) \ Int (Im (c4!(l) U cJ2’)), 
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we identify the collar neighborhood Col( &Bj, B) with I x ai B,, a:‘)’ = ai’) . (02 x 02) 
and this (~2 x ~2 is the map St j x D* + S: j x D2. 
Proposition 5.1. Let V be a compact, connected, oriented, 3-dimensional, manifold with 
a frame K : V + P+(T(V)), and let 
Cr(i) = LI (.p) 3 ai) : u (Si,3 x D2) + Int(V) 
jE J(z) Jo J(i) 
be disjoint, orientation preserving, smooth embeddings (i = 1.2). If CL&‘) and Q(*) are 
V-cobordant to each other then 
pi, ((J”) = p, (GJ2’). 
In particular, if I@) IS null V-cobordant then i’i,(~(~)) = 0. 
Proof Set o(l) = (Y!‘) 
I* 
. 3 3 .(c2 x02) as above. Then da:‘) n is homotopic to do!l)*K. Thus, 3 
replacing (J(l), J(2)) by (0, J( 1) U J(2)), it suffices to prove j!Z,(c&*)) = 0 under the 
condition J( 1) = 0. Let B and p be the data of a null cobordism of GE(~) as above. We use 
cq SJ, aB and J in place of o c2), 57: j, &B and J(2). Let k+ : S: + Sj x {E} (E = 0, 1) 
denote the canonical identifications. kor clarity of notation we write D2 C IR2 = IR1 @EQ. 
Then the frame Icj,c* ((do*&) Is; X1ol) of Ic,,c*(T(S,) x T(D2)) = T(S,) @y (RI $R2) 
is homotopic to the frame k3,1*((d~*~)ls:,l,~). Let b(P):!!‘(B) $ v(p,V) + T(V) 
denote the canonical bundle map covering p. Then b(P) induces the frame b(P)*rc. over 
B of T(B) @ v(p, V). There are the canonical identifications u(aB, B) = E~~(IWI) and 
rQ,V)an = EaB(&). The frame (b(P)*~)l s; coincides with kj,l*((daj*rc)ls:x~,~). 
By Theorem 3.4, P,(Q) = 0 if and only if the frame 
is extensible to a frame over a compact, connected, oriented, 2-dimensional manifold M 
of T(M) $ ~~(Iwi @IR2) such that aM = ujE J S,j. We shall observe this for M = B. 
But to do so, the region v(dM, M) of the normal section 
must be distinguished from the bundle previously identified with &aB(lFXi). Thus we write 
&aM(lRo) for v(aM, M). Now set M = B. Then (b(P)*K)laB obviously extends to the 
frame b(,!?)*~ over M of b(P)*T(V). It is also clear that the frame ujEJ(vs; XD2)Is; Xio) 
over aB of &a,q,l(IRo) is extensible to a frame over M of E~(TWO). Thus we obtain 
j&(o) = 0. 0 
In the remainder of the paper, the coefficient ring of homology and cohomology groups 
are the ring of integers Z, unless specifically mentioned. Let 
Q = u cq (aj : S’ x D2 + Int(V)) 
3EJ 
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be a smooth embedding. Then the sum of longitudes of CY~ (j E J) represents a homology 
element in Hi (V \ Int(Im(a))) and let [a] denote the element. Let j, denote the natural 
homomorphism Hi (aV) + HI (V \ Int(Im(a))). 
Theorem 5.2. Let V and K be as in Proposition 5.1 and let 
($4 = LI aji) (i = 1 2 cu!“’ . S! x 0’ + Int(V), ) ) 3 ’ a,3 
jE J(i) 
be disjoint smooth embeddings. If there exists an element x E 
gj = s’) 
HI (aV) such thatfor each 
i = 1 and 2, jcucz) t (z) = [cu’“)] in HI (V \ Int(Im(a(ZJ))), then 
p,(cw(‘)) = pK.(d2)). 
Proving the theorem, we use the following two lemmas which are basic in algebraic 
and differential topology. 
Let A4 be a compact, connected, oriented, n-dimensional, manifold possibly with 
boundary aM = ai M JJ a&f. The set of all homotopy classes of maps (M, aiM) -+ 
(S’, (-1)) is denoted by [(Af, al&f), (S’, {-l})]. There is a canonical map 
Pkr,a,M : [WC %M), (S’, {-l>)] --+ fWW ad4 
defined by p~,a,~([h]) = h*a (h: (M, aiM) + (S’, {-I})), where a is the generator 
of Hi@‘, (-1)) (” Z) such that (a, [S’]) = 1. By [7, II Theorem 7.11, the map PM,D,M 
is a bijection. If h: (M, alM) -+ (S’, (-1)) is a smooth map such that &h (= hla2M) 
and h are transversal to 1 in S’, then submanifold h-‘( 1) of M has the orientation 
such that T(h-l(l))$v(h-‘(l), M) = T(M)h-~(l) as oriented, real vector bundles. We 
write [h-‘(l)] for the orientation class of h-’ (1) in H,_i (h-’ (1)). Let jh denote the 
canonical inclusion (h-‘(l), 0) + (M, ~zM), pdC,,a,nn) the Poincare-Lefschetz duality 
homomorphism H’ (M, al M) + Hn_l (M, &M), and S the connecting homomorphism 
of the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence 
. . + H,_l(M) + H,_](M, a2M) 5 Hn_2(a2M) --) ... . 
Speculating the definitions of pdC,,,,,) and 6, one obtains the next lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. Let z be an element in H,_I (M, &M) and h : (M, al M) + (S’ , { - 1 }) 
a smooth map. If a2h and h are transversal to 1 in S’ and pd(,,,,,) .pi,,,,w([h]) = .z, 
then jh.+ [h-* (I)] = z and jazh, [&h-‘(l)] = S(Z). 
Since any map is &-approximated by transversal maps for any E > 0, one obtains the 
next lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. Let z be an element in H,_l (M, a2M) and g : &M + S’ a smooth map. 
If g is transversal to 1 in S’ and j,,[g-‘(l)] = S(Z), then there exists a smooth map 
h : (M, al M) + (S’, { - 1)) such that h is transversal to 1 in S’, j,* [h-‘(l)] = z and 
h(t, z) = g(z) ((t, z) E I x a2M = Col(a2M, M)) 
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Let M be a compact oriented, 2-dimensional, manifold and N a compact, oriented, 
1 -dimensional, submanifold of Int(M). Then the normal bundle y(N. M) = N x IR (as 
oriented, real vector bundles) can be regarded as a tubular neighborhood of N in M. 
Let X : R + [-27r. 27r] be a smooth, monotone function such that X(t) = -27r (t < -2), 
X(t) = t (-1 < t 6 l), and X(t) = 27r (t > -2). Define hFf : M + S’ by 
hE(z) = 
-1 (if J’ E M \ v(N. Ail)), 
exp(X(t)J-l) (J’ = (y, t) E N x IR = y(N, M)). 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let Double(V) denote the double of V. That is 
Double(V) = V’ U V, 
av 
where V’ (respectively V2) is a copy of V with reversed (respectively same) orienta- 
tion as V. We regard Im(cr(‘)) c Int(V’) and Im(o(21) c Int(V2). Then Q(‘) becomes 
orientation reversing. Set 
$1’ = o(l) fl (ids, x ~5): fl (Sj x D2) + Int(Double(V)), 
3EJ(l) jEJ(1) 
M = Double(V) \ Int (Im (rr(‘)’ U a(‘))) 
The assumption jacZ)+(z) = [Q(~)] in H’(V \ Int(Im(~~(i)))) (i = 1,2) implies 
- [o(‘)‘] + [o’“)] = 0 in H’(M). 
Observing the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence, we have an element z E H2(M, aM) 
such that S(z) = -[c&l)‘] + [cY(~)] in H’(dM). By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, there exists a 
smooth map h : M + S’ such that h is transversal to 1 in S’, jh*([h-‘(l)]) = z, and 
h(t, X) = h&(z) ((t, x) E I x dM = Col(dM, M)), 
where N = Im( (longitude(cu(‘)‘) ‘0.2) U long’ ‘tude( Lyc2))). The oriented manifold h- ’ ( 1) 
is a cobordism between longitude(o(‘)‘) and longitude(a(2)). Thus, o(‘)’ and oc2) are 
Double(V)-cobordant to each other. By Proposition 5.1, 
pddouble(n) (n(‘)‘) = ~double(n) @(*)>. 
Since 
/-ldouble(tc) @(“‘) = %$(‘))> 
the conclusion of the theorem follows. 0 
6. Solid torus of genus n 
Throughout this section, we regard S’ and D2 as the unit circle and the unit disk of 
@ respectively. Let 0: be a copy of D3 c IR3 = @ x R, Ti copies of S’ x D* and Pi 
copiesofI~D~(i=l,...,n).Set 
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Ui= ($exp(Ffl),$) E 0: and 
Ui=(exp(T&i),exp($a)) ETi (i=l,...,n). 
Let Ui (respectively I$) be tiny closed disk neighborhoods of pi (respectively Vi) in aDi 
(respectively aTi>. Let Cpi : (0) x D2 C Pi 4 Ui (respectively Gi : b$ + {l} x D2 C Pi) 
be orientation reversing, linear diffeomorphisms. Now set 
T(n) = 0; 
‘p. 
and call T(n) the solid torus of genus n. The 0: is called the central ball of T(n). 
For each i, let ei = { 1) x S’ and fi = S’ x { 1) denote the meridian and longitude of 
Ti = S’ x D* respectively. Then Hl(T(n)) is a free Z-module with basis { ft , . . . , fn} 
and Hl(aT(n)) is one with basis {et,. . . , e,, ft, . . , fn}. The intersection number of 
ei and fj in aT(n) is 6ij (Kronecker’s delta). 
Definition 6.1. The algebraic quadratic form qaTcn) on HI (aT(n)) is defined to be the 
map 
Hl (aT(n)) + z/22; k(“iei + hfi) H [ 2 aibi] (ai, bi E Z). 
i=l i=l 
Definition 6.2. A frame (respectively stable frame) w over S’ x D2 of T(S’ x D2) is 
said to be preferable if VSI X~~ + w is extensible to a frame (respectively stable frame) 
over D2 x D2 of T(D2 x D2). 
By Proposition 2.1, 7p is a preferable frame. Thus w is a preferable frame (respectively 
stable frame) if and only if w is homotopic (respectively stably regularly homotopic) 
to rp. 
Theorem 6.3. Let T(n) be the solid torus of genus n, z an element in Hl(aT(n)), 
K(i) (i=l,..., n) be preferable frames over Ti = S’ x D2, respectively, and yi a frame 
over T(n) of T(T(n)) such that KIT, = K(i). Zf 
cr = fi cq (ai : S’ x D2 -+ Int (T(n))) 
i=l 
is an orientation preserving, smooth embedding such that ja,(z) = [cx] in HI (T(n) \ 
Int(Im(a))), then 
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Before starting the proof, we prepare several functions which will be needed in the 
proof. Let X : R + I be a smooth, monotone function such that X(t) = 0 for any t ,< 0 
and X(t) = 1 for any t > 1. For real numbers p < q and a, define X;,p : R + IL! by 
X&(t) = 2a7rA t-p ( 1 9-P 
and, in the case where 0 < p < q 6 27r and a E Z, define I-& : S’ + 5” by 
r&(exP(tJ-I)) = exp(J$,,(t)J-l) (t E [o, 2n)). 
Then the mapping degree of T:,~ is a. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Write z in the form z = Cr=, (aiei + bifi) (ai, bi E Z) with 
respect to the canonical basis { ei, . . , en, fl, . . . , fn} of Hi (X’(n)) induced by the 
meridians and longitudes. Take positive integers bl and b, so that bi = bz -b;. If there 
exists an orientation preserving, smooth embedding 
(y’ = LI 
iE[l..VL] EE{*} jE[l..b;] 
(cYc:,~,~ : S’ x D* + Int (T(n))) 
such that jet*(z) = [a’] and q aT(n,(~) = &(cY’) then by Theorem 5.2, qaTcn)(z) = 
F,(Q). In the following we show the existence of such Q’. 
Let pE : @ + @ denote the identity map if E = + and 02 (the complex conjugation) if 
E = -. First define /3i,E,,T : S’ x D* + Int(T(n)) by 
4E&>Y) = E T, ((2, y) E 5” x D2 c @ x C) 
Set 
A = fl P&j (i E [l..m], E E {*}, j E [l..bg]) and W = T(n) \ Int(Im(P)). 
%E,j 
Then we obtain 
~[/%,,,jl = xbifi in Hi(W). 
l.EJ i 
Secondly define CX:.,,~ : S’ x D2 + Int(T(n)) by 
QI,~,~(~, Y) = &,j (x, iYaa (t)y) (~“~~ (t) = exp(X$li(t)J--i)) 
(z = exp(tJ-l) E S’ with t E [0,2n), y E D2). Set o’ = UZ,E,3 CX~,,,~ (i E [l..m], 
E E {*}, j E [l..bz]). From ei = C,,j E . meridian(/?i,E,j) in Hi(W), it follows that 
Ci,,,j [o:,,,j] = Ci(oiei + bifi). Thus ja’*(z) = [a’] in Hi(T(n) \ Int(Im(a’))). 
It remains to compute cl, ( (Y’). Since each K., is preferable, it is homotopic to the frame 
r;:T, = S’ x D2 -+ P+(T(T,)) defined by 
+A~:, Y/) = (M4,d&t)~s (g(t)-‘y)) 
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for (z, y) E S’ x D2 (z = exp(t&i), 0 6 t < 27r), where g(t) = exp(&,,(t)&i). 
Thus (d&i,E,j)*& is homotopic to the frame (~‘i : S’ x D2 + P+(T(S’ x D2)) defined 
by 
a’i(x, Y) = (+4 d&,,+(t)-‘y)) 
for (z:, y) E S’ x D2 (z = exp(t&i), 0 < t < 2~), where 
h(t) = exp(&i;+l(t)fl). 
This implies that (do’i,E,j)*K is homotopic to 7P if and only if 
-ai + 1 z 1 mod2, 
which is equivalent to ai = 0 mod2. By definition, &(~‘i,~,j) = [ai] in Z/22 and 
2,&J i 
7. Normal map 
Let X and Y be compact, connected, oriented, 3-dimensional, manifolds. Let 
(i E [l..n], Ti,j ” S’ x D2) be mutually disjoint, solid tori embedded in Int(X), such 
that genus(T(&)i) = ei. The D>,i’s are the central balls of T(&)i’s, respectively. Let 
D$,i (i E [l ..n]) be mutually disjoint, closed, 3-dimensional balls embedded in Int(Y). 
Set 
U = fi T(Q, V = ij D$,i, X0 = X \ Int(U), Y0 = Y \ Int(V). 
i=l i=l 
Let zi (i E [ 1. .n]) be points of a D$+ and yi (i E [l..n]) ones of aD$,i respectively. Let 
0% i be closed, 2-dimensional disks embedded in k3Ds,i, such that 
&,i 1 {xi} U fi Im(cpi,j). 
j=l 
Let /?i,j : S’ x D2 + Ti,j be diffeomorphisms. Let ei,j and fi,j denote the meridians and 
longitudes of /?i,j, respectively. 
In the remainder of the paper, let R be a ring such that Z g R s Q, where Q is 
the rational number field. Let A denote R or R[q (Y)] (the group ring of ~1 (Y) over 
R). For a map h: (A, B) --+ (A’, B’) of topological pairs, Ki(h; A) denote the kernel 
of the homomorphism h, : H,(A, B; A) + Hi (A’, B’; A). If the map h is clear from the 
context then Ki(A, B; A) stands for Ki( h; A). 
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Maps f : X -+ Y in the next context arise naturally in surgery theory. 
Definition 7.1. A l-connected map f : X + Y such that f(dX) c aY is called a 
prenonnal map over A if the following (l)-(5) are satisfied. 
(1) f(o$,i) = D$,i and .f(D&) = f(Q) = f(T2,3) = {s} (i E [l..n], j E [l..&]>. 
(2) f(X0) = yo. 
(3) f induces an isomorphism Hs(X, dX; A) + Hs(Y, aY; A). 
(4) df = flax : dX -+ aY induces an isomorphism H, (ax; A) + H, (C)Y; A). 
(5) {f~ 1 i E [l..n], j E [l..&]} generates Kl(X;A) over A. 
Remark. Condition (5) is used to obtain KI (XO, au; A) = 0. 
Given a prenormal map f : (X, ax) -+ (Y, dY) over R, we obtain the associated 
butterfly diagram of R-homology groups: 
K2(X, Xo; R) = K2(U, NJ; R) KI (Xo; R) 0 
K2(X; R) Kl(xJiR) KI (X; R) 
K2(X, U; R) =Kz(Xo, NJ; R) 
similarly to [15, (1) in p. 561. The algebraic quadratic form qau : K,(aU; R) + R/2R 
is given by 
qau (C (‘i,j%j + bi,j.fi.i)) = C [ai,j&,j] in R/2R (ai,j, bi,j E R). 
i.j Gj 
This form is trivial if 2 is invertible in R. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the condition that guarantees 
qau (K2(Xo, au; R)) = 0, 
namely the condition that Kz(Xo, NJ; R) becomes a Lagrangian. For this, bundle data 
are quite useful as in Wall’s surgery theory. 
Definition 7.2. A pair (f, b) consisting of a prenormal map over R and an orientation 
preserving, bundle map b : T(X) $ f*q_ + n+ covering f is called a normal map over 
R, where n+ and n- are oriented, real vector bundles over Y. 
Let (f, b) be a normal map over R as above. Then we can fix frames w* : V -+ 
P+((q*)v) because (n+)v are trivial bundles. Let bu*w+ denote the frame over U of 
+O 7-O*S @ (x)Lw -o*cv. d-1 @ hv3 @ (ah: z9 
dwu aIpunq aql uyqo aA '(J@~x 01 ~@.IOWOS~ s! (x ‘S&I alpunq ~CXLLIOU 
'(X)J + (X‘8d)fl~(8)~:Ie3~uoW3$8dP = ‘q 
dour alpunq pguow3 1! sy aJay ‘uo~s~amu~ u1! sl ad ams '(A)N~ 
t 8:(1 '-)fj = 6~aS'aAOqeSewS!p~OqO3-((~)N~'n 'X)UEaq(3'vQ‘J,')Ja'J 'JOO.Id 
.Jaylo ycwa 04 ~24vp.40q03-((~)~~ ‘0 ‘x) aq oi ppzs 
an (z)o pue [I)~ uaw ‘I 3 7 pue (n),Fd 3 z IIE ~03 (z)ad. S = (? ‘x)51 pue ‘(A)N~ 
> (I ‘g),g ‘8 3 z 11” .IOJ (z)gd . S = (0 ‘z)~ %u!/C~yws x t 1 x g : ,g LdolouIoy 
t2 pue ‘g uo!was ul se (z)~ pm (r)~ uaaMlaq (8d ‘a) wsypJoqoD-x uv 30 8u~~sysuo~ 
(~‘Hd‘g) aidg e syxa alay .s%u!ppaqwa ~IOOLIIS ‘%!AlasaJd uoywauo‘lu!ofs!p aq 
(?)I- 36 
( I~ = F‘$ ‘(n)lq + za x c& : & ‘z ‘I = 2) & n = (!)D 
ia7 X((A)N~)NI 
II A) (@II u! (130 pooqJoqy8iau p~o3yt~u ‘a1qy3wuo3 ‘wzdtuo3 v aq (A)N~ la? 
‘(~‘9 uoyuyaa ‘3~) aIqela3aId s! w,(op) atuaq paDnpu! 
ayl 31 alqmaJaAd aq 01 pys sy n t za x ,s : D uo!s~aunu~ y~oours v *VL uoy!ugaa 
'E'L uoysodo.Id ul pauyqo (n)J 30 fl laA0 aum3 12 alouap 'u Ia1 .IalJealaH 
Xdolotuoy 01 dn LImbfun sf aumjv yms .moadon +m+fllq OJ zydolowoy 
s? -m/IS + 9 w ~3~s ((nLd+d + n : 31 aumj v syxa aAayJ ye uogsodo.q 
‘z’z uop~sodo.Id u10.13 ~~01103 &aw!paunu! uogpodold lxau ayL 
A< "I/ n 
I 
-07 
1 
-m*'l~J 
P-~))+cT~(-~*~Is)+d 
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extensible to frames over CN(V) of vi, we regard w* as frames over CN(V). Let g*wf 
denote the induced frames over B of g*q*. b,*g*w+ that of (f . /jlB)*v+, bjb,*g*w+ that 
of T(B) 3 zB(R) 3 (f ,?o)*+, b_qy*w_ that of (,f ;~o)*T/-. Using b;b,Tg*w+ and 
h_Tg*w-, we obtain a frame K’ over 13 of T(B) ;F Ebb such that 
From this fact, l(c1(‘)) = p( c?(2)) follows similarly to Proposition 5.1. ??
8. Main result 
The main result of this paper is the next theorem and the present section is devoted 
to proving it. 
Theorem 8.1. Let (f. b) b e a normal map over R, such that f is ulso a prenormal mup 
over R[-irl(Y)]. Zf all the embeddings n,,,, :S’ x D* --i T;,, c U (i E [l..,rn], j E [l..I’,]) 
are preferable (c$ Definition 7.4) then qau(d(Kl(Xo. au; R))) = 0. 
Proof. If 2 is invertible in R then qao_ = 0 and the theorem follows trivially. We suppose 
that 2 is not invertible in R. 
Let f : (X. ax) --7‘ (Y, dY) b e a p renormal map as in the theorem. Let ~1’ : ? -i Y 
denote the universal covering of Y, px : 2 + X the induced covering from py by f, and 
7: X + Y the induced map covering f’. Set 6 = p;’ (o’), X0 = ;uX’ (Xc,), c = 11;’ (V). 
and 2) = I)Y’ (Y$). Since f is a prenormal map also over R[xi (Y)], we obtain the butterfly 
diagram associated with fl: 
K2(a%, x0; R) = K2(.!7. a.6; R) 
hi&?; R) A-, (867 R) K, (2; R) 
K2(2, 6; R) =K&?o, a& R) 
Moreover, it holds that 
K,(W;R) =,,,(K,(a&R)). KI (Xo; R) = P.Y * (K, (% R)). 
K2(Xo, au; R) = px* (K@o, au; R)). 
and so on. 
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Let Z E &(X0: aU;R) and set z = px,(Z) E Kz(Xo, au; R). We shall show - - 
qau(a(z)) = 0. Since E2(Xo! dU; R) = R@zKz(&, ati; Z), there exists an odd integer 
p such that pZ E K2(X0, aU; Z). If p is an odd integer then qaup(pz)) = qau(a(z)). 
Thus without loss of generality, we can assume that Z E Kz(Xo, dU; Z) and hence 
z E K2(X0? au; Z). Let CN(V) be a compact, contractible, 3-dimensional submanifold 
of Y such that V c Int(CN(V)) and CN(V) C Int(Y). 
Lemma 8.2. Let f : (X, ax) + (Y. aY) and z be as above. Then there exists a triple 
(A, PA! G) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) A is a compact, oriented, 2-dimensional manifold. 
(2) /?A : A + X0 \ 3X is a smooth immersion such that O,&,~(~A.A) is a smooth 
embedding,from Col(aA, A) = I x aA to Col(dU, Xa) = 1 x aU and 
mol@A,A) = 1 X PAiaA (PAwA) c au). 
(3) (A, PA) represents the element z E K~(XO, aU; Z). 
(4) G : Ax I + Y is a homotopy relative to aA (i.e., G(z, t) = f.PA(x)fijr all 2 E aA 
and t E I) such that G(z, 0) = f. /3A~(x) for all z E A and G(A, I) c CN(V). 
We postpone proving the lemma for a while and continue the proof of Theorem 8.1. 
Let A, PA and G be as in the lemma. There exists an orientation preserving smooth 
embedding cr = uy:i a, (uz : 5” x D* + Int(U)) such that 
jcY,(a(2)) = ]a] in Hi (U \ Int ( Im(cu)) ; 22). 
Since [aA] = jmx*(a(z)) = [a] in HI (U \ Int(Im(cr));Z), by Lemma 5.4 there exists 
a smooth map k : U \ Int(Im(a)) + S’ such that dk and k are transversal to 1 in S’, 
k(t,2) = h(z) ((t.z) E I X au = COi(au,u)), 
where N = UL”=, Im(longitude(ai)) (for the definition of h&,,(U1j, see the paragraph 
before the proof of Theorem 5.2). Set B = AU k-‘(l) and /?‘B = DA U jlc-~(,), where 
jk-l(i) : k-‘( 1) 4 X is the canonical inclusion. Then by the properties described in 
Lemma 8.2, (u is null (X, U! CN(V))-cobordant. By Theorem 7.5, we obtain p(o) = 0. 
Proof of Lemma 8.2. The proof is divided into two cases. One is the case where Y is 
simply connected, and the other is a general case. But the general case follows essentially 
from the first case. 
Case 1 (simply connected). Suppose Y is simply connected. By Lemma 5.3, there exists 
a smooth map h : (X0, ax) + (S’, { -1)) such that hlau and h are transversal to 1 in S’ 
andj,L*[h-l(l)] = z in H*(Xo, 37; Z). Set A’ = hP’( 1) and let ,0,~, denote the canonical 
inclusion of A’ to X. Since A’flaX = 8, @ A, is regarded as a map (A’, aA’) + (XO, aU). 
Obtain (A; PA) by performing O-dimensional surgery on (A’. @A’) in Xa, such that A is a 
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compact, connected, oriented, 2-dimensional submanifold of Int(Xo) with Col(dA, A) = 
Col(dA’, A’), p. 4 is the canonical inclusion (A. aA) 4 (X0, au), and (A, DA) represents 
the element Z. Take a smooth triangulation of A such that Col(dA, il) is a subcomplex 
of it. Let A(‘) denote the l-skeleton of A. Since Y is connected and simply connected, 
there is a homotopy G(‘) : A x I + Y relative to 3A such that G”) (-. 0) = f .,$.A and 
G(‘)(A(‘) u Col(aA, A), 1) c CN(V). 
Set g1 = G(‘)(., 1). Note that Y is homotopy equivalent to Y/CN(V). Thus gt is 
homotopic (relatively to Col(i3A, A)) to a map g2 : A + Y such that gz(A) c CN(V) if 
and only if gt : A + Y/ CN(V) is homotopic (relatively to Col(aA, A)) to the constant 
map A + CN(V)/ CN(V) c Y/ CN(V). Thus Steenrod’s obstruction d(gi, CN(V)) to 
the existence of a homotopy Gc2) :gt r” g2 lies in @(A, aA;r2(Y/CN(V))). Since 
Y/ CN(V) is simply connected, we can identify rz(Y/ CN(V)) with H2(Y/ CN(V); Z) 
via Hurewicz’ homomorphism. There are also canonical identifications 
&(Y/CN(V);Z) = H2(Y,CN(V);Z) = H2(Y,V;Z). 
Let [A] denote the orientation class of A in H?(A, i3A; 2%). Then 
H2(A, aAx2(Y/CN(V))) = H*(A,aA;H2(Y,V;Z)) 
is identified with H2(Y, V;Z) via the map 5 H (z. [A]) (T E H2(A, aA; Hz(Y, V; Z))). 
By the definition of Steenrod’s obstruction, the element d(gi, CN(V)) E H2(A, aA; 
Hz(Y, V; Z)) corresponds to the element gl* [A] E Hz(Y_ V; Z)) via the identification 
above. But the latter is equal to f* (2). Clearly j’*(z) = 0 follows from z E Kz(X, U; Z), 
hence d(gt . CN(V)) = 0. There exists a homotopy Gc2) : gr E g2 relative to Col(A. aA) 
such that gz(A) c CN(V). Combining G(l) and G(z), we obtain a desired homotopy 
G:f ./?I.4 “g2. 
Case 2 (general). Note that j? is possibly noncompact but Z is obtained in a compact 
subspace of 2. Apply to 2 instead of Z, the transversality construction employed in 
Case 1, and obtain a pair (A. PA) of a compact, connected, oriented, 2-dimensional 
submanifold A of _?a and the canonical inclusion ,?,A : A + 20, realizing Z. Set ,/JA = 
px ‘17,~. It is easy to control the transversality construction above so that Lemma 8.2(2) 
is satisfied. Take a compact, contractible, 3-dimensional submanifold e of Y such that -- 
py(C) C CN(V), f(aA) C C, and (f PA)*[A] = 0 in Hz(I’, G;Z). Then by the same 
argument as in Case 1, there exists a homotopy G : il x I --i Y relative to aA such that 
G(z.0) = f. E,J(JJ) for all 1 E A and G(A, 1) c 2;. Setting G = py . G, we obtain a 
desired triple (A, OA, G). 0 
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